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Abstract

In view of ITER operations, many experiments are being conducted on the
EAST tokamak. In particular, new magnetic control approaches are being
developed and need to be tested. In order to design and test a plasma current,
position and shape control, an accurate modelling of EAST static equilibria
and dynamic plasma evolution is required. Hence, a suite of simulation tools
has been developed for the reconstruction of plasma equilibria, the generation
of plasma linearized models and for the closed loop testing of magnetic control
algorithms. These tools are meant to assess the reliability of such equilibria
and models, in order to provide a robust tool for the purposes of control
design.

Keywords: Plasma Modeling, Plasma Magnetic Control, EAST, Numerical
Simulations

Introduction

A suite of modeling and simulation tools has been developed for the
Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST), with the aim of
designing new plasma controllers for standard and alternative configurations,
such as double null and snowflake [1].

In the fusion community there exist several codes that allows to per-
form physics-oriented simulations, coupling plasma internal transport with
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the Grad-Shafranov magnetic equilibrium (see, for example, JETTO [2], AS-
TRA [3], CRONOS [4] and JINTRAC [5]). Such codes, due to their complex-
ity and high computational time, cannot be used for control design purposes.
It follows that the availability of engineering-oriented modeling tools is es-
sential to enable a model-based design of control systems for both plasma
magnetic and kinetic control [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Despite their simplicity,
such engineering-oriented tools permit also to automate the validation and
deployment of the plasma control systems. Furthermore, reliable linear mod-
els are also used to support design and commissioning of plasma magnetic
diagnostic [12], as well as to run inter-shot simulations aimed at optimising
the controller parameters.

To achieve the proposed goals with a simple but efficient simulation
suite, a trade-off between computational complexity and physical accuracy
is needed. Indeed, it is fundamental to catch some aspects of the plasma
behavior properly, such as the evolution of the last closed flux surface or the
plasma growth rate; the latter, in particular, is strictly linked to the elec-
tromagnetic coupling with the passive structures. On the other hand, other
phenomena can be neglected, such as, for instance, a detailed description of
transport mechanisms.

The simulation suite developed is based on the finite element
method (FEM) codes CREATE-NL and CREATE-L [13, 14], which have
been exploited to obtain linearized dynamical models of the EAST toka-
mak. A validation of the linearized models was carried out performing open
loop simulations using as inputs experimental signals and comparing the
model outputs with experimental data. The results of open loop simulations
will be shown in Section 2. Experimental data are stored in a dedicated
MDSplus [15] database; for this reason, a set of routines to automatically
download these signals has been developed.

Since these tools are specifically designed for plasma control issues, in
order to ensure their reliability, the models have then been tested in closed
loop reproducing in simulation the experimental control algorithms usually
used in EAST pulses and stored in the EAST Plasma Control System (PCS).
The closed loop results will be discussed in Sections 3 and 4. The tools have
then been applied to develop controller which were tested experimentally:
this will be discussed in Section 5
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1. Plasma modelling

1.1. Plasma magnetic model description

A tokamak can be seen as a system consisting of the plasma, the pas-
sive structures and the active circuits; the 2D FEM code CREATE-NL is
designed to solve numerically the Grad-Shafranov equation, which describes
the behavior of such a system under the hypothesis of axial symmetry. The
output of the code is a static plasma equilibrium. Both CREATE-NL and
CREATE-L can be used to obtain a linearized model by means of two differ-
ent linearization procedures, numerical and analytical in a neighborhood of
the equilibrium point, respectively. The general form of a linearized model
can be derived starting from the plasma-circuit equation [14]:

Lİ(t) +RI(t) = u(t)− LEẇ(t) , (1)

where:

• L is the mutual inductance matrix among the active coils, the passive
structures and the plasma;

• R is the resistance matrix;

• LE is the disturbances matrix used to take into account possible profile
variations;

• I(t) = [Ia(t)
T Ip(t)

T Ipl(t)]
T is currents vector which includes currents

on active circuits, eddy currents and plasma current respectively;

• u(t) = [UPF (t) UIC(t)]T is the input vector composed by voltages on
Poloidal Field Coils (PFCs in the following) and Internal Coils (IC in
the following) circuit;

• w(t) = [βp(t) li(t)]
T is the disturbances vector where βp and li are

measures of the plasma internal distributions of pressure and current,
respectively;

From plasma-circuit model (1) choosing as state variables x(t) = I(t) we
obtain:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + Eẇ(t) (2a)
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y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) + Fw(t) , (2b)

where:

• A = −L−1R; B = L−1; E = −L−1LE;

• y(t) is the output vector,including plasma current, position and flux
of both plasma centroid and active X-point, fluxes corresponding to
active control segments, magnetic field and flux measurements;

1.2. Hybrid driven Poloidal Field Coils

The linear model presented in (2a) and (2b) is the standard output of
CREATE-L code. In this model it is assumed that all the coils I(t) are voltage
driven. However, the vertical stabilization system adopted in the EAST
PCS exploits the in-vessel circuits in current-driven mode. Furthermore, the
experimental current signals resulted to be more reliable than the measured
voltages on active circuits. For these reasons, a change of variable was needed
in order to have a subset of coils in current driven mode.

First of all let us consider the plasma-circuit equation (1). The current
vector can be split as:

I(t) = [ITV D ITCD]T , (3)

where IV D and ICD indicate the currents in the voltage driven and cur-
rent driven circuits respectively. The voltage driven circuits also include the
plasma and the passive elements where U = 0. Plasma-circuit equation can
be then rewritten as:[

L11 L12

L21 L22

] [
˙IV D

˙ICD

]
= −

[
R11 0
0 R22

] [
IV D

ICD

]
+

[
UV D

UCD

]
. (4)

For the sake of simplicity, the disturbances have been neglected; the
reader can easily include them in the input vector applying simple matrix
algebra to the equations (2a), (2b). Experimental traces of βp and li recon-
structed during EAST experiments are available in EFIT database [16]. Let
now introduce the magnetic fluxes defined as Ψ = LI, as new state variables.
Since ICD will be the new input vector, Ψ can be written as:

Ψ = L11IV D + L12ICD ⇒ IV D = L−111 Ψ− L−111 L12ICD . (5)
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Substituting (5) in (4) we get:

Ψ̇ = −R11L
−1
11 Ψ +R11L

−1
11 L12ICD + UV D ⇒ Ψ̇ = AΨ +B

[
UV D

ICD

]
, (6)

where:

• A = −R11L
−1
11 ;

• B =
[
I R11L

−1
11 L12

]
where I is the identity matrix;

For the output equation, substituting (5) in (2b) we get:

y(t) = C1IV D + C2ICD +D1UV D ⇒ y(t) = CΨ +D

[
UV D

ICD

]
, (7)

where:

• C = C1L
−1
11 ;

• D =
[
D1 C2 − C1L

−1
11 L12

]
.

In order to have a good estimation of plasma current behavior in the
time simulation interval, an equivalent plasma resistance can be obtained
by means of experimental flux measurements and making use of Faraday-
Newman’s law. Once computed equivalent plasma resistance, it’s possible
to apply to the plasma circuit an equivalent voltage in order to take into
account also possible current drive effects.

1.3. Main controlled outputs for the shape control system

EAST control system implements two different control logics for the shape
control, namely RZIP and Isoflux (for a detailed discussion, see paragraph
3). In particular, the Isoflux control logic aims at taking to zero the poloidal
flux differences between the active X-point and some specific points, defined
as the intersections between some control segments and the desired plasma
boundary. For this reason, a good reconstruction of the fluxes on these seg-
ments is essential. To achieve this purpose, a set of 10 virtual flux sensors
has been placed on each of the segments available for shape control as shown
in Fig. 1; the flux in the actual control points (whose positions can be re-
trieved from the EFIT dedicated database) is then obtained interpolating.
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Figure 1: Virtual flux sensors placed on the control segments for upper single null pulse
#75008. In blue is reported plasma boundary reconstructed using EFIT database.

In section 2, the comparisons between experimental and simulated fluxes in
some of the control points will be presented.

The Isoflux control logic includes also a direct control of the position of
the null-points, either only the active one or both active and non active,
depending on the configuration. Furthermore, the knowledge of the flux at
the X-point is necessary for the shape control. For these reasons, a procedure
for an accurate identification of the X-points dynamics in terms of radial
and vertical position and poloidal flux has been implemented. The starting
assumption is that the X-point is a stationary point for the poloidal flux.
Hence, a quadratic function to estimate the flux in a desired region of the
poloidal plane containing the X-point has been considered:

Ψ(r, z) = a2r + brz + cz2 + dr + ez + f . (8)

To determine the vector coefficients [a b · · · f ]T , two grids of n × n
virtual flux sensors surrounding the expected X-point positions have been
considered.The measurements of the virtual flux sensors are derived by a
reconstructed flux map. Since the magnetic fluxes in the points of the grids
are known, the vector coefficients can be calculated as:
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Figure 2: Box of virtual flux sensors used to estimate position and flux of lower X-point
(left) and upper X-point (right). The reconstruction of plasma boundary for DN pulse
#46530 at 3 s from EFIT database is reported in blue color.
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 ,

(9)

where [·]† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse matrix. Once the
vector coefficients are computed, position and flux of X-point can be evalu-
ated. Since X-points are stationary points, it is:

~∇Ψ(rxp, zxp) =
∂Ψ

∂r

∣∣∣∣r=rxp
z=zxp

r̂ +
∂Ψ

∂z

∣∣∣∣r=rxp
z=zxp

ẑ = 0 , (10)

where rxp and zxp indicate radial and vertical position of X-point respec-
tively. Computing the magnetic flux gradient in (rxp, zxp) we have:

[
2a b
b 2c

] [
rxp
zxp

]
+

[
d
e

]
=

[
0
0

]
⇒
[
rxp
zxp

]
= −

[
2a b
b 2c

]−1 [
d
e

]
. (11)
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Figure 3: Static identification of active (left figure) and non active (right figure) X-point
for for DN pulse #46530. In blue is reported plasma boundary reconstructed using EFIT
database.

Finally, the X-point flux can be computed by means of equation (8).
In Fig. 3 are shown the results of the procedure applied to DN pulse #46530.
Indeed, in this case, starting from the EFIT flux map reconstruction, a n×n
grid of virtual sensor with n = 5 and a distance of around 5 cm between two
adjacent sensors has been considered, as shown in Fig. 2 The error between
EFIT reconstruction (blue solid line) and the estimation (blue circle) is less
than 1 mm for both the active and non-active X-points, hence proving the
goodness of the method.

It is worth to mention that the proposed method can be applied to di-
vertor configurations without close null points. In case of alternative config-
urations with close null points, such as snowflake, a quadratic expansion is
not sufficient to properly fit the flux map in the vicinity of the null points
and alternative solutions might entail a higher order polynomial fitting or a
numerical estimate of the poloidal flux gradient over a finer grid.

2. Open loop validation

In this section, comparisons between experimental and open loop simu-
lated data in terms of plasma current, radial and vertical position of plasma
centroid, radial and vertical position and flux of both active and non active
X-point, magnetic field and flux measurements and fluxes on control seg-
ments will be presented. Since elongated plasmas are vertically unstable, a
procedure to simulate backward in time the unstable eigenvalue has been
employed (more references can be found in [17]) using as inputs the currents
on active circuits, an equivalent plasma voltage and the profile parameters
poloidal beta and internal inductance (treated as disturbances). Figs. 4- 9
report the results of the comparisons. The good matching between simulated
and experimental data prove the accuracy of the linearized models generated.
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Figure 4: Comparison between simulated plasma current (green solid line) and experimen-
tal plasma current (blue solid line) for pulse #69449.
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Figure 5: Comparison between simulated (green solid line) and experimental (blue
solid line) plasma centroid radial (left figure) and vertical (right figure) position for
pulse #69449.
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Figure 6: Comparison between simulated (green solid line) and experimental (blue solid
line) plasma Lower X-point radial (left figure) and vertical (right figure) position for
pulse #69449.
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Figure 7: Comparison between simulated (green solid line) and experimental (blue solid
line) plasma Upper X-point radial (left figure) and vertical (right figure) position for
pulse #69449.
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pulse #69449.
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Figure 9: Comparison between simulated (green solid line) and experimental (blue solid
line) magnetic flux for control segment 4 (left figure) and 6 (right figure) for pulse #69449.
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3. Modelling of the EAST Magnetic Control System

Since the final aim of the models described in the previous section is the
design of new control algorithms for the EAST plasma, it is necessary to
assess their reliability in closed loop. In order to carry out this task, it is
then fundamental to reproduce correctly the EAST PCS control algorithms.
In particular, the two main control logics adopted at EAST are:

• RZIP: in this operation mode, the controlled quantities are the plasma
current (Ip) and the radial and vertical position of the plasma centroid
(R,Z).

• Isoflux: this operation mode aims at controlling the plasma shape by
regulating to zero the difference between the flux at the null-point and
the flux at some target positions; the fluxes are estimated by means
of a real-time reconstruction code (RT-EFIT [18] or PEFIT [19]). In
addition, the plasma current and the null-point position are controlled
to a desired value; alternatively, instead of controlling the X-point po-
sition, the magnetic field in that point can be regulated to zero. For
double-null plasmas, also the position of the 2nd null and the distance
between the isoflux surfaces passing through the two nulls (drsep) are
controlled. For the purposes of this discussion, we will focus on single
null plasmas.

Both control logics generate references for the inner PFC current control
loop. Furthermore, in both cases a vertical stabilizing controller is needed.
At EAST, this controller usually actuates the IC coils in current driven mode.
The architecture of the PCS is shown in Fig. 10. For more details, the
interested reader is referred to [20].

As it can be seen in Fig. 10, most of the controllers employed in the EAST
PCS contain proportial-integral-derivative (PID) regulators. The standard
PID used at EAST is equipped with an input low pass filter, i.e.:

U(s) =
1

1 + sTp
·
(
Kp +Ki

1

1 + sTi
+Kd

sTd
1 + sTd

)
· E(s) , (12)

where U(s) and E(s) denote the control output and the input error re-
spectively.

The parameters for each of the controllers are stored on the EAST PCS
dedicated server, and can be made accessible via MDSplus. Knowing these
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Figure 10: Architecture of the EAST PCS.

parameters, all the controllers can be tested in open loop, feeding in the
experimental errors and comparing the simulated outputs with the real ones.
An example is shown in Fig. 11 for pulse #74104.

Each of the controller’s outputs is post-multiplied by a column vector
which distributes opportunely the control action to the PFCs; these vectors
are all collected in a single matrix, called M matrix in the PCS jargon, as
it can be seen from Fig. 10. Each row of the M-matrix corresponds to one
circuit: by summing the plasma current, position and/or shape controllers
outputs weighted by the M-matrix elements and suitable feedforwards, the
current references for the PF Current controller are obtained.

On the other hand, the vertical stabilization loop (called “Fast Z” con-
troller) is separated from the other ones, and relies on a couple of in-vessel
coils, connected in anti-series. This loop takes as a feedback a linear com-
bination of magnetic sensors placed along the chamber walls, which is then
derived by means of a derivative filter in the form

Yd(s) =
sTf

1 + sTf
· Y (s) . (13)
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Figure 11: Plasma centroid position controller output for pulse #74104. The small dis-
crepancies are due to a sub-sampling of the experimental error signal.

Usually, the time constant Tf is kept fixed to 0.1 s. The controller output is
the current reference for the IC circuit; when the Fast Z controller is active,
these coils are usually operated in current-driven mode.

4. Closed loop validation

Once the reliability of both the plasma linearized model and the con-
trol system algorithms has been assessed, actual EAST experiments can be
reproduced by means of closed loop simulations.

The pulse is simulated using the experimental control parameters, ref-
erences and disturbances. In particular, since the disturbances definition

14



Figure 12: Fast Z controller (including the high pass filter) output for pulse #74104. The
small discrepancies are due to a subsampling of the experimental feedback signal.

between EFIT and the CREATE codes is different, some preliminary opera-
tions need to be done. These definitions are

βp,CREATE =
Wp

Wm

, (14)

βp,EFIT =
4Wp

µ0RrefI2p
, (15)

li,CREATE =
4Wm

µ0R0I2p
, (16)

li,EFIT =
4Wm

µ0RrefI2p
, (17)
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where Wp is the average kinetic pressure, Wm is the average magnetic
pressure, R0 is the plasma major radius and Rref is defined as

Rref =
2Vp
l2p

, (18)

where Vp is the plasma volume and lp is the plasma perimeter; R − ref
approaches R0 in the large aspect ratio approximation.

As it can be seen from equations 14-17, the value of poloidal beta adopted
by CREATE-L is related to the EFIT definition via the following relation

βp =
βp,EFIT

li,EFIT

. (19)

The definition of the internal inductance adopted by EFIT, instead, is differ-
ent from the one adopted by CREATE-L because it includes some geometrical
factors related to the plasma shape. In the hypothesis that the plasma shape
is almost constant during the flat top phase, a good approximation is

li = li,EFIT · k , (20)

where the constant k must be determined opportunely.
Furthermore, a grid of 30 × 30 virtual flux sensors covering all the vac-

uum chamber has been used in order to reconstruct the flux map and some
quantities of interest (i.e. by means of the procedures described in sec. 1.3
for what concerns the position of the null points, using a subset of the whole
grid chosen in the surroundings of the reference position of the X-point).

An example of closed loop simulation for pulse #74104 is shown below.
The outputs shown here are the plasma current, the position of the null
point, the current in the in-vessel coils, the controlled flux differences and
the shape of the plasma at t = 7 , 8 and 9 s.

5. Controller Design

The linearized models discussed in the previous sections can also be ex-
ploited to design model-based plasma magnetic controllers by means of well-
assessed methodologies from classical control theory. In particular, they have
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Figure 13: Simulated and experimental plasma current for pulse #74104. The experimen-
tal signal is shown in blue, while the simulated one is in red. The dashed black line shows
the reference signal.

been used to design a new vertical stabilization system for the EAST toka-
mak, with voltage-driven in-vessel coils ([21], [22]) and an alternative position
and plasma current controller ([23]), which have been successfully tested dur-
ing the last experimental campaigns of EAST. Moreover, a multi-objective
optimization of the VS system was performed in order to guarantee a good
robustness over a wide range of plasma configurations ([24]).

Furthermore, a possible approach for an integrated control of plasma
shape and flux expansion near the divertor plates has been proposed in [25].
Such an approach relies on a MIMO plasma shape controller, designed in
a way which is similar to what has been done for the eXtreme Shape Con-
troller (XSC) in JET ([26, 27]). It is worth to notice that, differently from
what has been already done on the JET tokamak, the MIMO controller
proposed for EAST adopts the isoflux logic, i.e. it controls poloidal flux dif-
ferences instead of geometrical shape descriptors. This allows to test the new
regulators with a minimum impact on the existing EAST PCS architecture.
Controllers of this kind should be tested during the next EAST experimental
campaign.

For these reasons, the tools have been enhanced in order to automatically
generate the decoupling matrices for the MIMO shape control, starting from
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Figure 14: Simulated and experimental x-point position for pulse #74104. The experi-
mental signal is shown in blue, while the simulated one is in red. The dashed black line
shows the reference signal.

the static state-output relation of the linearized model. An example of MIMO
control for EAST pulse #74104 is shown below. For the purposes of this
simulation, the experimental traces of poloidal beta and internal inductance
have been keept as inputs to the system, in order to test the disturbances
rejection rate of the controller. The figures show a comparison between the
actual shape controller installed on EAST and the simulated XSC controller
for the same pulse.
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Figure 15: Simulated and experimental in-vessel circuit current for pulse #74104. The
experimental signal is shown in blue, while the simulated one is in red.

Figure 16: Simulated and experimental boundary flux and controlled flux differences for
pulse #74104. The experimental signal is shown in blue, while the simulated one is in red.

6. Conclusions and Future work

In this paper, a simulation tools suite for the EAST tokamak was pre-
sented. These tools are based on a well-tested numerical code and allow the
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Figure 17: Reconstruction of flux map and plasma contour for pulse #74104 at 7, 8 and
9 s. The green markers represent the reference shape, while the red bars show the flux
error at the control points. The experimental shape, reconstructed by EFIT, is shown by
the red dashed line.

user to easily reproduce the EAST experiments. However, there is still much
work to do, in order to further refine the simulator and well-reproduce in
detail all the different magnetic configurations performed at EAST, such as
double null and quasi-snowflake discharges. This would lead to an improved
flexibility in the simulation environment, allowing to explore new control al-
gorithms, i.e. for regulating the flux expansion near the divertor plates (see,
for example, [25]). The tools presented here have been used for the design of
a new Vertical Stabilization system and an alternative RZ controller, which
have already been tested on the machine. MIMO shape control algorithms
are being currently developed and should be tested in the next experimental
campaigns.
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Figure 18: Nichols and Nyquist charts for the VS system for pulse #74104.
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